
Use — General Automotive Application  
 
LUBEX 
 

QAT Lubex is the complete product where quality is important.  
Latest corrosion control and lubricating technology is employed 
in this superior product.  A versatile, safe, spray lubricant that 
really works.  Designed for industrial and domestic application.  
Contains no silicones or hazardous ingredients.  Will not harm 
plastic or rubber.  Does not wash off with water and gives 
excellent corrosion protection to metal surfaces. 

 
CARBY CLEANER 
 

QAT Carby Cleaner is the perfect cleaner for all types of carburetors.  Its powerful cleaning formula 
removes residual build ups and deposits and ensures a cleaner running engine. 

 
BRAKE CLEANER 
 

QAT Brake Cleaner is the perfect cleaner for all types of brakes.  Its powerful cleaning formula removes 
road grime, oils and grease and ensures smoother and longer lasting brakes. 

 
SILICONE SPRAY 

QAT Silicone Spray is a multi use product for protecting surfaces, rubber mouldings, plastic rails, strips 
and seals. It prevents brittleness and promotes smooth, noise free operation of locks, hinges, sliding 
components. Prevents moisture build up in ignition systems and electrical contacts. Shines and protects 
dashboards and tyres. It has hundreds of other uses! 
 

CHAIN LUBE 

QAT Chain Lube is specifically formulated for advanced lubrication and protection properties. Ideal on 
motor bike chains and other applications where long lasting protection against wear are needed. Also 
contains an advanced water and rust protectant. 

 

AIR INTAKE & UPPER ENGINE CLEANER 
 
QAT Air Intake & Upper Engine Cleaner is a 100% active unique blend of solvents, detergents and 
dispersants designed to remove gum and varnish deposits and carbon deposits from air intake and 
combustion areas.  It helps improve idling and economy.  Also reduces exhaust emissions without the 
need to dismantle and clean the fuel system. 

 

PRODUCT CODES / QUANTITIES—  Boxes of 12  
 

 Q/AC50/400G   QAT Carby Cleaner Q/AC51/400G   QAT Brake Cleaner  
 Q/AC52/300G   QAT Silicone Spray Q/AC53/400G   QAT Chain Lube 

 Q/AC54/150G   QAT Air Intake Cleaner Q/AC75/400G   QAT Lubex Spray 

Quality Auto Treatments 
To find your nearest Distributor 

 Phone: 07 3204 8511 or visit  www.auschem.com 

Q Aerosols 

Product Data Sheet 


